Portions of this essay were first presented, as indicated below, at a Symposium held in honor of Johannes Holtfreter. Cells and organizers are agents and agencies in which he has been interested; this discussion considers some relationships between them, and the manner in which our emphases on these relationships have shifted during the years that Holtfreter has been working.
Thus the main topic is the relations of cells to a higher level of organization, if that is what organizers are, and the relations of organizers, which rightly or wrongly now receive little attention, to cells, which are now every one's favorites in the era of cell biology. Holtfreter's first major paper appeared in 1925. That was one year after the publication of the important This article expands and modifies a lecture presented on December 29, 1967 , under the title "Cells, Organizers, and Organization," at a Symposium organized by the Division of Developmental Biology, American Society of Zoologists, to honor Professor Johannes Holtfreter on the eve of his retirement from teaching. The lecture, written originally at Bryn Mawr College, was expanded into its present form in The Laboratory of Comparalixe Anatomy, Facull) of Sciences, Paris.
paper by Spemann and H. Mangold (1924) that contributed so strongly to organizer theory and practice. In 1925, the organizer was in its heyday; today it is spoken of principally in historical connections, and sometimes disparagingly. tent, or non-existent, organizers have been less successful. It is probable, however, that other factors, too, can be identified that account in part for the fact that embryonic parts are now studied in terms of cells as opposed to cell groups, no matter what the groups are named.
ORGANIZERS
Before speculating about historical change, it is appropriate to define the word organizer as it is used here. When, during amphibian gastrulation, cells from the so-called marginal zone move through the dorsal lip into the interior of the embryo, they come to lie in the roof of the archenteron which induces the overlying ectoderm to differentiate neural plate. If a portion of the dorsal lip is grafted to an ectopic position in another gastrula, secondary neural plate is induced, but in addition a whole new secondary embryonic axis may be formed, and an organized one. Principally graft cells, but some host cells also, participate in the formation of the underlying structures differentiated in the secondary embryonic axis, and not only host but some graft cells may be included in the secondary neural plate. Thus organizing agencies seem to be at play that are more complicated than a simple operation of archenteron-roof-as-acting-system inducing differentiation of neural plate by ectoderm-as-reacting-system. Organized heads arc induced, or organized trunks and tails, even organized whole embryos (in one of the two most remarkable whole Triton embryos induced, as illustrated by J. Holtfreter, 1933, Figure 21 , the graft had consisted of a lateral half of the dorsal lip). The aggregate of the organizing agencies as located in the dorsal blastoporal lip, whatever their physical basis, is what 1 refer to as organizer. When Spemann first used the word organizer, he used it in connection with something that organizes a field, whatever a field may be. After briefly discussing the results of the heteroplastic experiments later described more fully by Spemann and H. Mangold (1924) , Spemann wrote that "such a fragment of an organizing center can briefly be called an 'organizer;' it creates for itself in the indifferent material in which it lies, or into which it is transplanted, a 'field of organization' of definite orientation and extent" (1921, p. 568) .
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There could be many ways in which one might try to study the degree to which Spemann thought of organizers in terms of groups of cells rather than individual cells. For English-speaking readers it is appropriate to examine his Croonian Lecture delivered at the Royal Society of London in 1927. The lecture, published in English (1927), covers only eleven pages in print; thus it is short enough to permit some of its words to be counted.
Spemann used the word cells a few times in the part of the introduction to the article dealing with the "Scheme of Normal Development of the Triton Egg." But in the section entitled "Experimental Deduction of the Conception of 'Organizer' " he spoke of cells only twice: once saying that when the blastoporal lip is transplanted, the secondary embryo is made partly of "cells of the host that have been induced to adapt themselves to the development of those ruling cells" (op. cit., p. 180) and again when he specified that in the experiments performed with Hilde Mangold, the secondary embryo is formed by cells of both the donor and host species. Cells were mentioned by name in the section on "Experimental Analysis of the Function of the Organizer" only four times in almost five pages; in two of these in connection with the elimination of one blastomere at the two-cell stage, which it is hard to call by any other name except the two-blastomere stage, which means the same thing. Cells were called cells twice in the section on "The Role of the Organ iz--All quotations from German have been made by the present author, except those from Spemann's Croonian Lecture, which was published in English, and those from Holtfreter's 1939d paper on tissue affinity and from Spemann's and H. Mangold's 1924 article, which are taken from translations published as indicated in the list of references.
ing Faculty in Normal Development," where Spemann talked about Goerttler's (1927) experiments and the "intended movements of cells;" but Goeruler really thought in terms of cell groups, rather than individual cells, as we shall see. In the summary of the Croonian Lecture as printed, Spemann named cells twice, once when he referred to "transplanted cells," and again when he said that: "The cells of the centre must have some longitudinal structure which determines, at least partly, the direction of imagination and the orientation of the secondary embryo" (op. cil., p. 187). There may be a corresponding structure in the ectoderm, he went on to say, not in the ectodermal cells; and elsewhere in the summary his nouns were regions, part, pieces. He would have admitted that the center is made of cells, but considered the cells subordinate to the center, rather than vice versa. In multicellular animals, most cells are found in regions, and the regions were his main interest.
It is true that when Spemann, in 1901, in connection with his constriction experiments, raised the possibility of a differentiation substance [Differenzirungssubstanz] , he mentioned cells, but even at that time, with his particular gift for pointing out significant alternatives, he opposed the possibility of "an unorganized substance" to that of "organized embryonic material, that has the ability to differentiate the structures concerned, and eventually to stimulate other cells to differentiate" (1901, p. 256) . Although this time he used the word cells towards the end of his sentence, it would not have altered his meaning one whit had he instead used the phrase, embryonic part, or cell territory. It is an interesting parallel that when Virchow first introduced into biology the concept of formative stimuli as agents involved in the control of growth and differentiation, he, too,-in spite of the emphasis on the importance of cells that imbued his whole thought,-he, too, spoke of such stimuli as afFeeling cell territories as well as cells (Virchow, 1858; see Oppenheimer, 1970 , for discussion of the influence of Virchow's concepts of Formative stimuli in development).
Thus Spemann did not construe his organizer-as-a-supracellular-agent in terms of the sum-of-its-parts-the-cells in an arithmetical sense. In part because it seemed so evident to Spemann that it is a supracellular agency, and perhaps also because of the dominance of ideas in the 1930's that postulated the existence of organizing substances, there seem to have been no early systematic attempts to subdivide the organizer into progressively smaller numbers of cells to see how small a fragment of an organizer could organize itself or the region into which it might be transplanted. Lopaschov (1935) 1930's (1931 b, 1934, 1936, \9^a,b,c, ]9S9a,b,c,d ) on the differentiation of explants of varying sizes, but his primary interest was not the number of cells in the explants, but their capacities for differentiation. Some investigators did deliberately work with few cells: Niu and Twitty (1953) studied small isolates from amphibian embryos from the point of view of their competence to react to inductive agents, and Grobstein (1951, I952(i,b) and Grobstein and Zwilling (1953) studied the size of fragments of mouse or chick embryos as related to their differentiation in vitro or in vivo, but they were guarded in their interpretations of the results. The meaningful systematic attempt to ascertain how small a piece of amphibian organizer can differentiate m vitro has only recently been made (H. B. Holtfreter, 1965) . The smallest explants included cells in the range of 50 to 100 in number; with progressive fractionation, differentiation declined, but the investigator felt that it was possible that other indirect factors, possibly related to the small size of the implants, rather than size alone as primary factor, may have been involved in affecting the results.
Returning for a moment to the question of postulated organizing substances: how the idea of such substances worked itself into the organizer concept is another story not to be repeated here. What may be emphasized, however, is the fact that when embryonic regions were discussed by Speniann in terms of such substances, he raised some truly cellular questions, but they were not answered; they were bypassed. (1932, p. 974) . If you view the problem as a system problem you need not worry about how a large molecule affects its target cell. The size of the molecules that are considered today as control substances for growth and differentiation-molecular weights of the range of magnitude of 25,000 to 30,000 for Tiedemann's mesodermal inducing factor (Tiedemann, 1966) , 44,000 for the nerve growth factor (Cohen, I960)-the size of these molecules drives us to consider membrane physiology as an integral part of cell biology.
Holtfreter himself was early to recognize the importance of cell membranes in development, at least early in terms of what we now call membrane physiology. When he addressed the New York Academy of Sciences on this subject in 1947, he began his talk by saying: "Evidence of the embryological significance of the cell membrane may be derived from a consideration of this structure in connection with [a number of phenomena]" (1948, p. 709 ) and the first phenomenon he named was cell permeability. He did not take up at that time the mechanisms of passage of large molecules from one cell to another; his principal considerations of permeability were limited to describing the permeability of what he called "myelin bodies," artificial models made from "crude lecithin, . . . exposed simultaneously to immersion fluids of different compositions. The lecithin used was in an advanced state of rancidity and contained admixtures of cephalin, free fatty acids, and probably other lipids" (op. cit., pp. 732-733). Embryological imitations by rancid lecithin were not what led to modern investigation of active and passive transport across membranes as related to phospholipids; too few embryologists, even in the late 1940's and early 1950's, were membrane physiologists, and some tools remained to be developed. But in the days before membrane physiology was a mature discipline of cell biology, Holtfreter recognized its importance, not only for permeability factors in development, but also for "amoeboid motility, morphogenetic movements, cytoplasmic division, selective adhesiveness, cell polarity, and cellular differentiation" (op. cit., p. 709). Insofar as membrane phenomena are cell phenomena, this is one expression oE Holtfreter's conviction that supracellular phenomena-for such, as we shall see, seemed then to be the totality of morphogenetic movements,-are intelligible only in terms of cellular properties.
MORPHOGENETIC MOVEMENTS
Of the various phenomena postulated by Holtfreter as membrane-bound, those that it may be most useful to consider here are autonomous ameboid motion and morphogenetic movements, especially as related to each other. Studies on these subjects, as reported by Holtfreter over a peri-od of more than thirty years, beginning as early as 1934, but foreseen by him earlier than that, as we shall see, played an important role in convincing investigators that properties of the embryo that seemed supracellular must eventually be explained in terms of properties of cells.
When orderly series of group movements take place, as in amphibian gastrulation, cells must move either actively, or passively, or both. Since gastrula cells of the amphibian lack cilia and flagella and other differentiated locomotor appendages, if they move actively it must be through changes in their own membranes. Isolated studies of changes in embryonic cell membranes, of autonomous cell movements, and of movements of cells alone or in groups long antedated the important investigations by Holtfreter made in the 1930's, 1940's, and 1950's. Holtfreter himself, in his important paper on tissue affinity as a means of embryonic morphogenesis (1933d), specified that Roux' experiments (1894 Roux' experiments ( , 1896 attempting to prove that movements of isolated embryonic cells were non-random, and directed by positive or negative cytotropism, were the starting point for his own considerations of tissue affinity. But Roux himself was a late-comer to the field of describing changes in cell membranes and movements of cells separated from each other and moving autonomously as individuals or in groups.
In fact, the first investigator to isolate cells "in indifferent media" was Robert Remak (1855; discussed by Vogt, 1913) . 3 Remak isolated cleavage cells of the frog (Rana escidenta) in 20% sugar solution, and then followed the movements of their membranes and of cell inclusions as the solution was diluted. His aim had been to 3 The phrase "in indifferent media" referring to sugar solutions is Vogt's (1913, p. 13) , not mine. Vogt referred to Remak's monograph as having been published in 1851, not 1855, and I believe he was in error. Only the first fascicle of the monograph appeared separately in 1851; the pages (pp. 136-137) and plate (IX) relating to the isolation of the frog cleavage cells were not included in the 1851 fascicle. The 1851 fascicle had exactly the same title as the complete 1855 monograph. study the role of the cell membrane in cleavage; he attributed, in those days before the significance of the nucleus was appreciated, much importance to the role of the cell membrane in the control of development. His experiments did not achieve their aim; nonetheless their results were illustrated by figures showing membrane change (Remak, 1855, Plate IX, Figs. 13a and 13b) . The monograph in which the experiments were described was that in which Remak first established the cellular constitution of the germ layers, and must surely have been widely read by students who were becoming interested in development during the second half of the 19th century, and it is curious that Vogt seems to have been the only relatively modern investigator to have recognized Remak's originality in having studied cells experimentally in isolation. The earliest reference given by Holtfreter himself to comparable work was to the observations of Strieker, who in 1864 studied cleavagespheres of Rana placed into water on a microscope slide. In a communication entitled "on the independent movement of embryonic cells" (1864, p. 471) Strieker described the change of shape of the isolated cells, their movements, and even cell division. 4 Perhaps most relevant to our * A strictly bibliographical note for the historians: If I understand Holtfreter correctly, he stated that "he [Strieker] . . . observed the movement of cleavage cells of the amphibian embryo on a microscope slide and pointed out the significance of this phenomenon for the origins of the germ layers (1861, 1864)" (J. Holtfreter, 1939c, p. 265) . If I read Strieker correctly in his 1861 communication, he inferred in it that cells moved, from studies on dissected and sectioned preserved eggs, but reported on the movements of cells living in isolation only later (Strieker, 1864) . Did Holtfreter know an 1861 paper that I have not found? His 1861 reference is to "Untersuchungen der ersten Anlagen in den Batrachiereiern. Z. Zool. 11 (1861)" (J. Holtfreter, op. cit., p. 273) . 1 can locate no Zeitschrift fur Zoologie published at that time, but I have found a paper with a similar (not identical) title in volume 11 of the Zeitschrift fur wissenschuflliche Zoologie published in 1861; the latter article is the one described in my reference list.
Strieker referred to Remak's book in the first sentence (and elsewhere) in the 1861 paper that I present considerations, Vogt (1913) called attention also to the fact that Nuel (1881) claimed autonomous cell movements to be responsible for gastrulation, in an observational study on the gastrulation of living Petromyzon p\aneri, which is extraordinarily similar in its early development to the amphibian. Nuel went so far as to describe the stretching of the cells, and their formation of "spindle-shaped extensions which could be pseudopods, arms sent out by the cells through which the cytoplasm flows out and can change its position" (Vogt, 1913, p. 8) .
5 Modern workers today in the field of tissue affinity remember that H. V. Wilson (1907 Wilson ( , 1911 ) dissociated cells of different species of invertebrates and that they reaggregated selectively. In fact, in 1900 he had carefully observed the movements of selected individual cells during gastrulation in whole living amphibian eggs (Wilson, 1900) ; Holtfreter referred to the article by Wilson in which these observations were described, in his own first paper (1925, p. 344) , although in another connection. All these early observations and ideas are noteworthy because they were so original for their times, but, except for the experiments on cytotropism by Roux, they were apparently without immediate sequel.
Roux' experiments on cytotropism anteread, but did not mention Remak's experiments, and he did not refer to him at all in the 1864 paper on the movements of living cells. Holtfreter ([. Holtfreter, op. cil., p. 265 ) also quoted a statement by Strieker to the effect that " 'the shifting of cell masses for the purposes of organ-formation depends on a migration of embryonic cells within the egg' (1871)." Since I have not been able to locate the handbook in which this statement was originally made by Strieker ("Hanilbuch der Gewebe, 1871," according to Holtfreter, op. cil ., p. 273) I have not included it in my list of references.
" Vogt called attention to other works of interest in this and related areas that also seem to have been forgotten later. He mentions, for instance, that Wilhelm His (1899) described ameboid movements of cleavage cells of teleost eggs cultured in vitro in yolk in an investigation which seems to have escaped the notice of various contemporary embryologists, including myself, who devote their interest to the study of cell movements in fish eggs. dated the definitive experiments on the organizer, and Holtfreter's definitive studies on affinity followed much of Spemann's work in time. It remains to discuss the development of studies carried out, between the 1890's and the 1930's, on individual cells, as opposed to studies of cells in groups, in the movements of gastrulation and organogenesis. This was the period when studies on the organizer were at their peak; did these inlluence the development of concepts of morphogenetic movements?
The most important descriptions of cell movements carried out during this period were surely Vogt's analyses of morphogenetic movements in the amphibian egg (Vogt, 1924 (Vogt, , 1925 (Vogt, , 1929 . These studies, and those by Goerttler (1925) , another of whose articles was referred to above in connection with Spemann's reference to them in the Croonian Lecture, provided an important frame of reference for those who were to become concerned with cell movements during the second quarter of the century.
Vogt began to write about cell movements in vitro in 1913 in a paper describing movements of individual cells isolated from Triton embryos. Holtfreter commented later (1939c/, p. 191 ) that Vogt and others had taken up the isolation experiments only "after a considerable lapse of time" following Roux' tropistic studies. Actually, there was a lapse of only six years between Vogt's 1913 publication date and the publication of Harrison's first report (1907) on tissue culture.
Vogt began to study the movements of isolated cells in vitro because of his interest in some cells in the floor of the amphibian blastocoele that seem to go to pieces at the beginning of gastrulation; he wanted to know more about them. His 1913 paper, entitled "On Cell Movements and Cell Degeneration," deserves more comment than it has recently received. He described the movements of a number of separated embryonic cells, and the formation of pseudopodia, hyaline processes in his terminology, and he satisfied himself by means of control experiments that the movements observed were "vital" phenomena, that is, that they did not result from injurious action of the ambient media. In concluding his paper, which was planned to be the first of two, he wrote that the goal of its second part would be to ascertain the movements during gastrulation of single cells and of cell groups, by comparing observations of serial sections with those of single living cells. No second part of the paper was ever published, at least according to Vogt's bibliography as prepared by Spemann (1942) ; presumably Vogt began the vital staining experiments instead.
But Spemann wrote (1942), in his obituary of Vogt, that it had been the latter's consideration of single cells that had led him to the consideration of gastrulation movements in groups of cells, implying that Vogt abandoned the single cells because their activities in groups seemed more meaningful to him. Vogt himself said in 1924, when the vital staining experiments were well under way, that "all in all there is a striking unity in the whole early beginning of morphogenesis" (op.cit., p. 27). "The accomplishments of the cells do not seem to have been completed in such a way that movements of parts add up to the movements as a whole. . . . It is manifestly not a matter of migration of cells but of their passive subjugation to the intervention of a higher authority" (pp. cit., p. 32).° Later Vogt (1929) claimed that the primary morphogenetic movements could be categorized as stretching, convergence, and involution. In 1924, instead of using the word Convergenz he wrote of Stafjelung, which implies an orderly sequence of movements of more than one cell. The word is borrowed from military terminology, and Spemann, in his obituary of Vogt, commented on its military implication. "The cells," he wrote, " 'staffeln like troops marching through a <>The phrase I have translated as higher authority is in German eine hb'here Gewalleinwirkung. Holtfreter (1943ft, p. 261) has translated il as .superior force. narrow pass; only after they have passed through the narrowed route do they spread out again on the inside" (1942, p. 6). When Goerttler (1925) worked out in more detail than had Vogt the morphogenetic movements of the group of cells constituting prospective neural plate, he also compared the shifting position of cell movements to a routine in military drill: his word was Schwenkung = wheeling in the military sense. German soldiers in the 1920's were hardly free and independent agents, but in any event, one soldier can never, in any drill in any army at any time or place, "wheel" in the military sense all by himself, or become a row of individuals after having passed through a bottleneck. Morphogenetic movements were not thought of in the 1920's as added-together separate movements of separate cells; they were considered to be patterned movements of cell groups. Like the organizer, and possibly because of it, or because of embryos, they were construed to represent, in the aggregate, supracellular phenomena.
It was stated above that Holtfreter's studies of cell movements were important in influencing a shift of interest from cell movements to cells. It was in part the technical success of his studies of cultures in vitro, but also in part the originality of his interpretations, that were factors o£ significance in producing such a shift. A few of his experiments, observations, and insights that lend perspective to our central problem will be mentioned in the ensuing discussion. It would be impossible in a short space to cover them all, and only Holtfreter himself could tell us how his own thought developed. What follows is what speaks from some of his writings to an outsider.
First, as to technicalities: The desirability of studying embryonic parts in vitro a la Harrison had been emphasized as early as 1918 by Spemann (1918, p. 481) , and O. Mangold (1953, p. 173 ) stated that Spemann had actually had the idea in 1916. It is in some ways ironical that in 1925, the very year after the publication of the re-suits of the critical transplantation experiments of Spemann and H. Mangold, a number of papers appeared describing attempts, by studying the development of embryonic parts of amphibian embryos isolated in vitro or in vivo, to circumvent the necessity of performing any conventional embryonic transplantations at all. Diirken (1925) placed embryonic implants into the larval eye cavity; Holtfreter (1925) , in the paper based on his dissertation, described the development of embryonic fragments transferred into the abdominal cavity of older larvae. Ruud (1925) studied the development of animal halves of Triton eggs isolated in salt solution, demonstrating their inherent tendencies to stretch. She had, three years before, together with Spemann (Ruud and Spemann, 1922) , studied the development of isolated dorsal or lateral halves of Triton gastrulae.
Half of a gastrula of an early amphibian embryo may be able to manage its life for a while in a not too ideal salt solution, since so many of its cells are developing in their usual neighborhoods; environmental problems might be more acute for smaller isolates. Holtfreter's first papers after his dissertation began to deal with isolation of parts far smaller than half gastrulae, first in vivo (1929), then in vitro (1931a, b) , presumably at first for the purpose of testing the potencies of the various parts of the embryo (19316, p. 459) . It was in 1931 (J. Holtfreter, 19316) that he introduced his so-called standard solution as a satisfactory neutral medium, although one wonders now how it could have been so satisfactory for so long without the addition of magnesium ions. In reagents found in German laboratories in the late 1920's and in the 1930's, magnesium would have been present only in trace quantities, and Holtfreter used double-distilled water. Nonetheless the medium was satisfactory, and Holtfreter emphasized the importance not only of having an appropriate medium, but also of following strict aseptic precautions, if the explants were to survive long enough to express their potencies for differentiation.
Many of Holtfreter's first isolation experiments involved tissues, or cell groups, not isolated cells alone. Roux, who wrote of cy/otropism and cy<otaxis, was in fact more cellularly minded than Holtfreter, who, when he wrote of tissue affinity in 1939, attributed his success to the fact that while others had tried to isolate single cells to demonstrate cytotropism, he had used cells in groups: "Even during normal development it is not individual cells but whole groups of them-not clearly demarcated from one another-that change their relative positions with kneading movements. In order to detect directed movements, larger cell complexes . . . should have been studied rather than individual cells" (J. Holtfreter, 1939d, p. 193) . Here still the emphasis is on cells in groups rather than as separate individuals.
In another important article published in 1939, Holtfreter returned to a concept that Vogt (1924) first introduced to distinguish between dynamic and material determination. "What we shall do here," wrote Holtfreter, "is concern ourselves less with the cytological potencies for differentiation of individual parts of the embryo at different embryonic stages, than with their dynamic organogenetic properties. Thus here we are not testing . . . by what means the embryonic parts are materially determined, but we are investigating to what extent, beyond such factors, . . . still other principles of development-autonomic capacities and formative influences-must also be added that are responsible for the configuration of cytologically determined material into typical tissues and organs" (19396, p. 112 ).
The particular paper in which Holtfreter made this statement was devoted to studies on the development of endoderm in vitro, and it reports on studies of cells both in groups and isolated. "The endoderm cells," he wrote in it, "have dynamic tendencies that they express above all in common cooperation with their like, or with other cell aggregates" (op. cit., p. 171), and earlier in the same paper we find his statement that "it is normally not individual cells but whole cell groups that shift against each other" [sich gegeneinander verschieben] (op. cit., p. 123). But further on, he stated more categorically than had most other embryologists up to his time that in morphogenetic movements, at least of the endoderm, the whole is no more than the sum of its parts: "The movement of the whole mass of endoderm seems to be simply a summation of the individual performances" (op. cit., p. 174). It is interesting that while Vogt had earlier been led by studies of individual cells towards his emphasis on cell groups, Holtfreter, proceeding from Vogt's concept of dynamic determination, began with an emphasis on cell groups that led him to the consideration of cells as individuals.
In a way, Holtfreter began to observe movements of cells, in contrast to cell groups, as soon as he began to study the life of explants in vitro, not so much because of his own inclinations as because of the tendencies of the cells themselves. Tn his first preliminary report of his culture of explants in vitro (1931a), he specified that individual cells wandered away from their groups, and he pointed out that this had originally been observed by Harrison (1907) . In his definitive article on the same subject published the same year, Holtfreter made it clear that he already then appreciated the implication of his phenomenon. "A centrifugal emigration of individual cells began," he wrote, and after commenting that this seemed at the time an undesirable occurrence, he continued by pointing out that: "The differentiation of the individual separated [freiliegenden] cells can be watched from its earliest stage through to its completion. . . . It is to be anticipated that morphological and physiological studies of such individual cultures will lead to new conclusions about the processes that occur during normal development" (1931 b, pp. 427-428) .
In fact, the self-isolation of cells was one of the phenomena that led Holtfreter to his concepts of affinity. Although, as we have pointed out, he said in his definitive article on this subject that earlier investigators should have studied cell groups, not cells, he himself in this article was to speak of cells as self-isolating themselves from groups, and in evoking affinity as responsible for the orderly unions and nonunions and self-isolations that the paper so brilliantly described, he saw here, too, that the supracellular phenomena that he was observing had to be accounted for in cellular terms. He wrote in the summary of this paper: "The events proceeded in an age-and tissue-specific manner, removed from the embryo as a whole, in a purely protective, indifferent medium and without the participation of a physically structured substrate. We, therefore, called them autonomous events and ascribed them to mutual cell-specific [not tissue-specific] stimulation which we interpreted as an expression of affinities. Their chemical or physical nature was left undiscussed" (1939d, pp. 223-224) .
Again, as continuing evidence of his emphasis on cellular properties as the basis of seemingly supracellular activity, in Holtfreter's studies of mechanisms of gastrulation he emphasized the surface coat of the egg as a product of the cells and as a coordinator, not an initiator, of the movements of gastrulation. "The directed movements of embryonic regions," he wrote in 1943, "can actually be traced back to basic faculties of the single cells" (1943&, p. 262) . "This coat," he wrote earlier the same year, " . . . represents in most cases an indispensable part of the living cell. The layer mechanically binds the peripheral cells into a supercellular unit " (1943a, p. 317) . "The super-cellular factors," he stated the following year, "which integrate the activity of the single cells into collective mass movements are the syncytial coat and a gradient of surface tension" (1944, p. 209) . At the beginning of gastrulation, according to the papers of Holtfreter on its mechanisms, the causes of the morphogenetic movements are inherent in the cells themselves. At the beginning of involution, the flask cells at the lip are the self-assertive agents; these cells had been long known, by Ruffini (1925) and others. Holtfreter's unique contribution with respect to them was to analyze the beginning movements of involution in terms oC the relations of their necks to the surface coat.
It has already been mentioned, on page 83 above, that in 1939 he wrote that for the endoderm, mass movements were simply a summation of individual movements; the same theme is accentuated for other germ layers in one of the papers on gastrulation: "The invagination of the ventral blastoporal lip resembles very much the process of a scattered immigration of individual mesoderm cells, so characteristic of the echinoderm gastrula " (1943b, p. 275) ; "the spreading of the ectodermal layer . . . can be traced back to specific potential properties of the individual cell" (op. cit., p. 302) . In articles appearing two or three years later (1946, 1947rt,fr) he was attempting to define structural and kinetic aspects of form-change and locomotion in isolated embryonic amphibian cells in physical terms.
The presence of Holtfreter's surface coat has not been confirmed by electron microscopy, but it is difficult to doubt its existence in view of his drawings of it (1943a, Fig. 4; 19436, Fig. 1 ). In any event, Holtfreter saw also other visible cell parts that might be coordinative agents, for instance the lobelike or filiform processes interconnecting cells below the surface, illustrated in the same two figures. To sum up the papers on movements during gastrulation, Holtfreter interpreted the mass morphogenetic movements in terms of cell properties.
AFFINITY AND NON-AFFINITY
Returning again to the definitive paper on affinity, Holtfreter here (1939d) placed considerable emphasis on the fact that the affinities change at different periods of development. While a number of the generalizations incorporated in the paper are based on the study of isolationexperiments involving cell groups removed from gastrulae, the results of experiments describing isolates from neurulae are also described. It was not until several years later that a more exhaustive and systematic effort was completed (Townes and Holtfreter, 1955) to study positive and negative affinities of various parts of the neurula. Cellular activities asserting themselves in terms of self-isolation, reaggregation, and other expressions of affinity or disaffinity are more dramatic for cells isolated from neurulae than from gastrulae, for the very reason that neurular cells have proceeded farther towards chemical and other differentiation of their membranes. If the conclusions from the studies on neurular explants are from this point of view not totally applicable to the interpretation of movements of cells from gastrulae, whose cells have not yet fully developed the membrane properties of differentiated cells, nonetheless it was these studies of Holtfreter and Townes that became the point of departure for all the later studies carried out on different combinations within other biological systems, by the Mosconas, Grobstein, Holtzer, Lash, Konigsberg, Coleman, Steinberg, and the many others who now concern themselves with the behavior of determined cells.
Actually, Holtfreter himself succeeded in interpreting the significance of morphogenetic movements even during gastrulation, and of the relationships of interacting layers, in terms of postulated affinities and non-affinities. We began this article by considering organizers and morphogenetic movements as supracellular phenomena, and thence proceeded to consideration of at least the movements in terms of cellular properties. Holtfreter related a number of aspects of gastrulation and induction to affinity, and on a very pragmatic basis: "Self-separation of endoderm and ectoderm is probably very important for the normal process of gastrulation," he wrote in 1939 (1939b, p. 179) , " . . . since it provides for a clean separation of the two, and then the mesoderm can form a layer between them." And in a different article of the same year, "The incompatibility of ectoderm with mesoderm, which is only temporary, and with endodenn, which is increasing, seems to play an important role in the steering of invagination processes. . . . The processes of induction and subsequent formative influences would not be possible without a positive affinity between the reacting material and the inductor" (193<M, pp. 205, 224) .
CONCLUSIONS
In sum, some experiments were performed that separated cells, or in which cells separated themselves, and the cells reassembled selectively, or they did not. Their activities were described in anthropomorphic terms: cells disaggregate or reaggregate selectively, or they do not, because of positive and negative affinities,-affinities at first reminiscent of the elective affinities of the characters in Goethe's romance entitled Wahlverwandschaften. In fact, when Holtfreter first discussed affinity at length as a developmental principle (193%, p. 138) he used the word Wahl venuemdschaft on the same page as he used the Latin-derived word AffinitatJ The "elective affinities" by which chemists were describing their reactions when Goethe wrote his novel were in the distant past as explanatory in chemistry long before Holtfreter began to describe his experimental results in these terms. Analyze the results of Holtfreter's experiments as you will, and those of subsequent investigators in the fields he opened up, -in terms of mathematical formulae, or measurements of adhesivity, or intervention of intercellular substances-the cells still seem to act like characters in a novel, and this may have been a meaningful factor in drawing our attention to them. Holtfreter told us something about them that made us interested in them and 7 Holtfreler made preliminary remarks about affinity in two earlier papers prepared in 1937 (J. Holtfreter, 1938b Holtfreter, , 1939a ;, and in both of these he used the word Affimtatj not Wahlverwandschajt. He knew (1939£>, p. 176) that Oskar Hertwig had written about affinity in 1894. that reminded us that not only embryos, but the cells themselves, are living individuals.
When Spemann explained in 1924 why he used the word organizer instread of determiner, he said that it was because it "is supposed to express the idea that the effect emanating from these preferential regions is not only determinative in a definite restricted direction, but that it possesses all those enigmatic peculiarities which are known to us only from living organisms" (Spemann and H. Mangold, 1924, pp. 182-183) . Later (Spemann, 1938) he gave as his reason that it implied psychic analogies. Would he have been sympathetic to our analogy to the 19th century romantic novel? Holtfreter's cells still have "the same enigmatic peculiarities which are known to us only from living organisms," and so far, in spite of Holtfreter's physiological studies begun in the 1940's and those of other types of investigators continuing in the 1960's and 1970's, we have only begun to approach them on a molecular basis.
Vogt began an early lecture on morphogenetic movements by saying the following: "The goal of developmental mechanics is to analyze the processes of morphogenesis of an individual organism into its physical components. It visualizes the material starting point which the organism is made from, the fertilized egg, as a system of physical and chemical substances and energies,-a system that not only lives by these substances and energies, but that completes its development in such a way that the individual forms, and its parts grow and differentiate. Every morphogenetic process in this realm is a technical problem that can be analyzed into a sum of developmental and physiological problems; each process itself can be analyzed as a sum of individual effects of substances and energies. The forces of morphogenesis must reside in the substances, because experimental embryology has shown that effective external forces, such as gravity, light, heat, electricity, chemical influences, et cetera, can only exert environmental effects but they are never themselves the true configurational forces. Thus it is necessary to look into the embryo itself, in order to explain the total organization and configuration in terms of material effects limited in time and space. In this way, the method of experimental embryology is analytical" (Vogt, 1924, p. 22) . He concluded this same lecture by saying: "The inadequacy of the above considerations shows, I believe, how far we are from the solution of the problem from which I began, namely, the analysis of a relatively simple morphogenetic process mechanically, as a technical problem. What the phrase developmental mechanics set forth to us as a problem and a claim is barely at the beginning of its fulfillment" (op. cit., p. 32). His concluding generalization can still stand today, and with respect to morphogenetic movements, the principal progress that has been made since his own has been made by Holtfreter.
